Survey results of innoSpace extra-curricular Project team members

130 students from 23 teams (2019)

from demographic information to fun facts
Age diversity

42 people are 21!
Nationalities

9.4% International

Belgian
Indian
Spanish
Irish
Lithuanian
Norwegian
German
Ecuadorean
Belarusian
Iranian

90.6% Dutch

Drenthe
Flevoland
Friesland 1.9%
Gelderland 9.4%
Groningen
Limburg 20.8%
North Brabant 45.3%
North Holland 3.8%
Overijssel 1.9%
South Holland 5.7%
Utrecht 7.5%
Zeeland 2.8%
Students per position

- **24%** Full-time members: 3.5+ days per week
- **61%** Part-time members: 1-3.5 days per week
- **15%** Some-time members: 0.5-1 day per week
Departments

- Mathematics & Computer Science: 8.5%
- Mechanical Engineering: 15.4%
- Gemini
  - Biomedical Engineering: 9.2%
- Vertigo
  - Built Environment: 7.7%
  - Applied Physics: 7.7%
- Flux
  - Electrical Engineering: 14.6%
- Helix
  - Chemical Engineering: 3.8%
- Atlas
  - Industrial Engineering & Innovation Sciences: 20%
- MetaForum
  - Industrial Design: 13.1%
How did each team become a project team?
Journey

Idea evolved in or after a course through the HONORS ACADEMY and旋-off from a student team.

Spin-off from the TU/e.

Individual initiative in relation to the CONTEST.

Innovation Space
innovationSpace teams per themes
How does the community see innovation Space?
World cloud of opinions
Describe innoSpace in one sentence

"Freedom to pursue my dreams"

A community which is always happy to help and facilities that kick-start our project.

The opportunity (a space, equipment, contacts) to help/support student teams achieving their goals.

InnoSpace is a 'spring-plank' for new initiatives and innovation.

An enormously inspiring and active environment, and a mixture of experienced and less experienced people who all want to do some really cool stuff.

Diverse and vibrant community

An open and more creative and innovation driven place to develop myself and my team
What do they learn from interdisciplinary collaboration?

“Patience”

“To take the time to transfer knowledge”

“Different perspectives on the same problem”

“I learn to respect the other disciplines”

“Keep more opinions into account not just my own when making decisions”

“The importance of diversity and how to take advantage of this”

“Communication is key”
What does innoSpace provide that is unique?

- The place to create your own career path, put theory to practice
- The place where the dreams of a 5 year old and the perseverance of a seasoned entrepreneur come together in ambitious teams of students
- A creative atmosphere with amazing people trying to help students to bridge the gap between university and the market.
- A community-driven place where people and ideas meet and catalyse innovation
Most important skills rated on a 10-scale

- Interdisciplinarity: Average 8.6
- Entrepreneurial mindset: Average 8.4
- Being a team player: Average 7.5
- Creativity: Average 8.2
- Hands-on attitude: Average 7.7
- Innovative thinking: Average 7.9
And finally: some fun facts! :)
Social activities

AVERAGE PER MONTH

EVENING ACTIVITIES

Nr per team